
 

Since his first novel "Il Corsaro Nero" was published, Italian novelist Emilio Salgari has been regarded as one of the most popular writers of adventure novels in Italy. In this special edition, three of his most famous novels have been filmed for the first time: "Il Mare di Vetro", "La Tigre della Malesia", and "L'Isola della Sirena". Each story is a thrilling and legendary journey on water and through
exotic locations!

## It is no secret that physical books are on their way out. For those who deal with chronic pain issues like arthritis or fibromyalgia, you might think there's no hope for reading as part of your life anymore. Well, you're wrong. This blog post talks about some ways to read books on a kindle if you have chronic pain issues. The paths of licensed manga and fan-made manga shown on this site are a bit
different. Licensed manga is more or less "all or nothing". You either have a complete or near complete run of the series, otherwise it would not be considered a licensed version. Fan made works, however, can be one chapter here, another chapter there... as long as the source of the work is all from volunteer efforts. Also volunteer artistic works such as doujinshi, fan art or even Cosplay photos can be
included under the category of fan-made manga as well. I only include series that have been fully scanlated and has it's own English fan translation as those are the only ones I can compare against to verify if I'm following the correct series. While many sites will group all Asian comics as manga, H-Manga does not. This is to keep things consistent and provide a unique category for any comic that deals
with adult or mature content. So any comic that isn't considered manga but deals with adult or mature content and is created in Asia (not Japan) can be included here (yaoi and seinen manga excluded). You may also notice that some of these links are grouped together. This is to make it easier for you to find the manga series in question... especially if they are not listed here on the website. There are
actually quite a few ways to read manga on your phone or tablet. You can choose from many different apps that include manga fansubs, it's always good to double check with the creator when you're not sure if they're allowing for official fan-translated chapters and/or extra content like illustrations and such to be posted on their own site. Your honest friends might even know someone who has access
and can tell you if there's a real site that holds an archive of these scans. Manga fansubs are available on the following sites: MangaFox, Manga-Streams, Nico Nico Douga, Urawa Shounen Sirius, Urawa Neko Sirius. The next link is arranged by series' release date. This is how they are categorized in my collection. If you notice that a manga is missing and would like to see it added here and accpeting
requests at the bottom of this post, please let me know! Note: I only list English licensed manga here if it has an English fan translation. Since there's not always a direct translation from Japanese to English we're sometimes forced to use fan translations instead if they exist.
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